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Disclaimer
This document in any form, software or printed matter, contains proprietary information
that is the exclusive property of FOEX GmbH and reflects the current release objectives as of
September 2016.
The document is not intended to be a detailed specification, and individual scenarios or
features may be added, amended or deprioritized based on market dynamics and customer
demand. Your access to and use of this confidential material is subject to the FOEX Terms &
Conditions and Privacy Policy agreements, which have been executed and with which you
agree to comply.
This document and the information contained herein may not be copied, disclosed,
reproduced or distributed to third parties without the prior written consent of FOEX GmbH.
The material is not part of your license agreement nor can it be incorporated into any form
of contractual agreement with FOEX GmbH and/or its affiliates.
This document is for informational purposes only and is intended solely to assist you in
planning for the implementation and upgrade of the features described. It should not be
seen as a commitment to deliver any material, code or functionality, and should not be
relied upon in making purchasing decisions.
The development, release, and timing of any features or functionality described here
remains at the sole discretion of FOEX GmbH. Due to the nature of the product’s
architecture, it may not be possible to safely include all features described in this document
without risking significant destabilization of the code.
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Executive Overview
This Statement of Direction outlines the future direction and planned areas of innovation for
the FOEX Plugin Framework. The intent of this document is to help our customers and
partners establish appropriate plans and guidelines for their investments today, while
keeping an eye on the horizon of future innovations being delivered by FOEX GmbH. It is
meant to be directional in nature and articulates the enhancements and upgrades that are
planned to be delivered over the next 12 months.
The FOEX Plugin Framework is an Enterprise Rapid Application Development (RAD) tool
meticulously engineered and crafted for people to transform ideas into working business
applications. Our solution offers a fast and easy way to create, deploy, change and manage
data-heavy web applications, using a set of powerful plugins and high performance UI
components and is used by companies of all sizes, from various industries, in more than 35
countries worldwide.
FOEX continues to invest in the development and support of the FOEX Plugin Framework and
is committed to enhancing the solution’s capabilities, by adding new features or developing
separate add-ons meant to improve productivity and usability, on a yearly basis.
The following represents a roadmap for the upcoming releases for the FOEX Plugin
Framework.
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FOEX Plugin Framework v3.0
Version 3.0 of the FOEX Plugin Framework will focus on enhancements brought to the
framework’s existing functionality and introduce new features, as follows:
1. Upgrade to Ext JS 6.2 – this version introduces several new components and provides
numerous enhancements across the framework from MVC improvements to new tooling
features etc.
2. Triton Theme – a new theme with a modern, minimalistic and flat design
3. Tablet support – with FOEX v3.0 you'll be able to run your applications also on tablet
devices
4. Grid improvements – numerous improvements to the Grid, including but not limited to:
• multisort,
• query by example,
• row action menu
5. Improved keyboard navigation – ease up accessibility and facilitate navigation through
different components using just the keyboard
6. Improved documentation – new tutorials, component demos and video how to’s
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Future developments
As part of the company’s long term vision and strategy, FOEX intends to continue enhancing
the FOEX Plugin Framework at regular time intervals, by introducing new features or
developing new add-ons.
After the official release of version 3.0, FOEX will continue to focus on several key areas that
are part of the company’s growth and product strategy, which in turn will add increased
functionality and usability to our users.
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Conclusion
The FOEX Plugin Framework is seen as an important development tool by numerous Oracle
developers, therefore, we reaffirm our commitment to the ongoing development and
support of the FOEX Plugin Framework.
Going forward we are committed to invest deeply in our strategy to deliver the most
powerful and impactful Rapid Application Development framework for enterprise-level web
applications.
Guided by our mission and vision to transform the way data-oriented web applications are
being built, we will continue to innovate, focus on bringing to market a robust development
framework and make it easy for our customers and partners to leverage the great diversity
of technologies which the FOEX Plugin Framework combines.
It is truly an exciting time for FOEX and we look forward to keeping you informed on our
progress and plans for the future, as we continue to innovate and evolve!
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